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Member of Professional Speakers Association, Mell B

believes, greatness and success is determined by our

abil i ty to surrender into self-appreciation and grace, for

the challenges we’ve l ived through.

To support conscious individuals, she shares deeply

impactful experiences, of how she's personally navigated

the chaos of l i fe.

Mell specialises in delivering content for empaths ready

to amplify their impact on humanity, driven by their

soul’s wisdom.

Every keynote is uniquely delivered with aligned,

objectives, messages, themes and outcomes. Each

vivacious presentation ensures your delegates take

motivated action afterwards. 

As a master at spiri tually l inking logic with love,

whether in conferences, workshops or private retreats,

Mell shares her insights and tools to having unwavered

confidence in l i fe and business. 

Mell is also available for TV, online interviews and

demo's to share her spiri tual yet strategic messages.



Known as the Empaths Ambassador, I  support emerging

thought-leaders to monetise their intuit ive gif ts and transform

into Heralded Healers. 

I  thought healing from child abuse was enough trauma but

immediately after a back injury I had to surrender to chemo.

It wasn' t  unti l  Universe delivered 'My Message' on a bad acid

trip, that I  f inally understood... 

I 'm a spiritual strategist, here to help others l ink logic with

love. 

Learning from my empowered surrender, I  created Empath-

Preneur-Ship, specif ically to help hesitant thought-leaders

leave their legacy and bigger impact on the world.

When I 'm not playing in the Quantum field, I 'm the brand

ambassador for a homeless charity, the tech translator for

Professional Speakers Australia QLD or training for the

Sydney to Hobart '24 Yacht race.

I have a dream of creating 'The Empaths Embassy'  to support

and develop Intuit ive Claire gif ts. 

As a mult i-award winning healer and top 1% Australian

leadership coach, I am proof that even being raised on a

mobile home caravan park, can' t  stop unwavered greatness!

's



WHY
MELL B?

I can’t explain what

Mell does to full justice,

but she is part of the

conscious shift that’s

needed.

 

She's one to 

watch out for on 

the global stage!

Hayley Birtles-Eades

It was simply

outstanding! 

Mell’s passion is

engaging and her

presence holds the

floor.  

 

She beautifully laid the 

groundwork for my

own presentation.

Rowan Prangley

Mell presented an

insightful talk to

Women’s Network

Australia. 

 

What stood out was her

engaging manner and

inclusiveness with the

audience.

Jannelle Bostock

Not just 'another' 

workshop or retreat.

 

Mell B left a

transformational impact

through her vulnerable

and practical delivery,

on my leadership retreat.

 

Whether laughing or

crying... change is

inevitable.

Lindy Jansen-Harris

Success @ Mell Balment .com

+61 404 192 682

www.MellB.com/speaking

What a great evening

with Mell. Our Holistic

Health Hub were

intrigued from the very

beginning! 

 

Mell presented a very

inspiring energetic

session with everyone

wanting to learn more!

Dawn Edwards-Jones

She knows how to

captivate the audience

and how to get

everyone engaged. 

 

She is a Master at

'holding the space' and

helping people navigate

potential triggers,

especially when she

shares her powerful

stories.

Marlie Jolanda

The Empaths

Ambassador

supporting emerging

empaths to monetise

their gifts and

transform into

Heralded Healers.
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